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Abstract -We present a novel approach for supporting Composite Objects (CO) as an abstraction 
over the relational data. This approach brings the advanced CO model to existing relational databases 
and applications, without requiring an expensive migration to other DBMSs which support CO. The 
concept of views in relational DBMSs (RDBMS) gives the basis for providing the CO abstraction. 
This model is strictly an extension to the relational model, and it is fully upward compatible with it. 
We present an overview of the data model. We put emphasis in this paper on showing how we have 
made the extensions to the architecture and implementation of an RDBMS (Starburst) to support this 
model. We show that such a major extension to the data model is in fact quite attractive both in 
terms of implementation cost and query performance. We introduce a CO cache for navigation through 
components of a CO. With this technique, the performance of navigation through COs, which has been 
of a concern in RDBMSs in the past, is in fact quite satisfactory. We present our practical experience 
in using this facility. We show that our work on CO enables existing RDBMSs to incorporate efficient 
CO facilities at a low cost and at a high degree of application reusability and database sharability. 

1. MOTIVATION 

It is widely agreed now that complex applications, such as design applications, multi-media and 
AI applications, and even advanced business applications can benefit significantly from database 
interfaces that support composite (or complex) objects (shortly, CO) [15, 23]. A generally accepted 
characterization defines a CO consisting of several components (possibly from different types) with 
relationships in between [2, 5, 11, 26, 36, 19}. Interestingly, object oriented DBMSs (OODBMSs) 
have adopted a very similar model [1, 43, 14, 27]. This is particularly true for OODBMSs used 
in practice. Especially 00 programming environments have made advances in handling of COs. 
Such environments facilitate the growth of complex applications. As a result, there is considerable 
pressure on RDBMSs for better support of COs. To respond to this demand, several systems today 
are bridging 00 environments with relational. An example of such a system is the Persistence 
DBMS [20], which builds a layer on the top of RDBMSs, providing better support for COs. These 
systems essentially extract the data from the relational and port data to 00 environments. · 

One straightforward way of extracting data with complex structure is to follow the parent/child 
relationships: for each parent instance, execute a query to get the children; repeat the same thing 
for each child to get its children, and so on. However, this style of data extraction leads to 
numerous queries, and does not lend itself to effective set-oriented processing. Essentially, the 
process of data extraction is broken into fragmented queries where the number of fragments is in 
the order of number of instances of parent components in the extracted data. A better approach 
is to employ much more powerful set-oriented processing, where the extraction can be performed 
with one query. Such set-oriented processing could lead to significant improvement in performance, 
even in orders of magnitude. Moreover, COs are also used in path queries [27, 22], where a query 
may refer to one or a set of nodes through relationships. Such queries demand enhancements to 
query optimization in DBMSs as mentioned for example in [6, 39]. 

In summary, relational systems to be viable must be able to understand COs (a language 
extension issue), and must be able to handle them well (optimization issue). Given the prevalence 
of SQL as a database interface language both for application and database interoperability, we 
have proposed an extension to SQL to handle COs. In our approach, called SQL Extended Normal 
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Form (for short XNF) and introduced in [37], we derive COs from relational data. That paper 
covers the language part giving details on syntax and semantics. One major achievement is that 
such a powerful extension was made with full upward compatibility with SQL, hence opening up 
a path for the current DBMSs in research and industry to move forward toward handling of COs. 
In this paper, we attack the implementation issues, showing how to evolve a relational DBMS to 
handle this problem. Again, we show a growth path for RDBMSs. As mentioned before, good 
optimization is essential. Given the extensive optimization techniques implemented in RDBMSs, 
we have paid attention to reusing these capabilities. Again, from the practical viewpoint, this is 
very attractive since the optimization component is not cheap. 

XNF's notion of CO is based on the view paradigm defining CO views (also called object views 
[35, 44] or structured views) composed from an underlying relational database. Hence, COs provide 
an abstraction mechanism that unifies both the structural view as well as the tabular view of the 
data. With this approach the applications benefit from the power of RDBMSs to handle the tabular 
data, and benefit from the XNF extensions as well. This enables data sharing among traditional 
applications and CO applications and even offers to migrate existing applications in order to 
exploit CO features. Essentially, this approach is a must for the large number of applications on 
RDBMSs that are evolving into support for modern applications mentioned earlier. Further, XNF 
provides an extension of SQL to support processing models for COs offering efficient navigation and 
manipulation facilities by means of a properly extended application programming interface (API). 
Currently, the cache manager supports both an extended SQL interface as well as a seamless C++ 
interface. The latter shows extensibility of our approach to bridge to important existing application 
environments. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 describes the XNF approach to COs 
and provides an overview of the XNF language features and semantics. Architectural issues are 
addressed in Sect. 3 and an overview of Starburst's query processing architecture is given. Then 
Sect. 4 shows the main ideas underlying the integration of CO query processing into the Starburst 
relational framework. Details are given on how these concepts were realized as a language extension 
to the Starburst DBMS. This discussion reveals that the portion of XNF extensions to Starburst 
is very small, i.e., the reuse of the Starburst infrastructure (query processing components) is very 
high. A comparison to the relational case shows the benefits of the XNF approach. Sect. 5 
looks into CO caching and API realization concepts and also reports on first practical experiences 
accompanied by some initial performance data and some discussions on related work. Sect. 6 
gives an outlook to future work after having summarized the main achievements of XNF and its 
realization in Starburst. As a major result, we demonstrate a technology that enables RDBMSs 
to deal with COs constructed from relational data. Further, we show that the CO facilities can 
be easily integrated into a relational architecture, thereby reusing significant portions of the (now 
matured) relational query processing infrastructure. 

2. XNF LANGUAGE OVERVIEW: BASIC CONCEPTS, SYNTAX, AND SEMANTICS 

In XNF a CO consists of a collection of named component tables and relationships defined 
between these tables. Since XNF's notion of CO is based on the view paradigm defining CO 
views, the component tables and the relationships that are part of a CO are constructed from the 
tuples stored in the base relations, in other words, the COs have to be instantiated from relations 
by evaluating XNF view queries (c.f. [35]). Hence different tools and applications may ask for 
different (not necessarily disjoint) COs over the same common database. This level of CO views 
achieves what is called CO abstraction and the gap between the (stored) tabular view to relational 
data and the (derived) structured view achieved via CO abstraction is bridged by XNF's language 
facilities to be introduced in this Section. 

Instead of the relational view concept (and its, by default, normalized result relations), XNF 
rather applies a more ER-like concept [7, 43, 38, 27] and has the components of the view kept sepa
rate and the relationships in between made explicit in order to reach the desired CO representation t. 

tFor example, modern systems like object viewers [19, 27] or the set of Bachmann tools [4) rely on an ER-based 
view to the applications' (composite) objects. 
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The XNF approach is embodied in the powerful CO constructor that constitutes an XNF query. 
Those queries define CO views (i.e., structured views), which can be seen as an extension to the 
SQL view concept towards multi-table views that are organized as collections of inter-related rows. 
In the context of XNF, these CO views are known as XNF views that are defined through XNF 
queries. The basic building blocks for an XNF query are: 

• XNF tables are nothing different than tables in the relational model. In Fig. 1 xdept, 
xemp, xproj, xskills are XNF tables. These normal form (NF) tables have attributes and 
they are populated by tuples that are derived from the underlying (relational) database. In 
general table expressions t are used to define the XNF tables. For graphical representation, 
XNF tables are drawn as nodes in the form of rectangles. 

• XNF relationships are similar to the relationships known from the ER approach but, 
analogously to XNF tables, derived from the base data. In Fig. 1 employment, ownership, 
empproperty, projproperty are relationships. A relationship is defined between its partner 
tables by means of a predicate. In contrast to many ER models, we allow n-ary relationships 
since we can relate more than two partner tables in a relationship. The notion of roles 
(same as in ER models [7, 27]) is known, since partners can play certain roles w.r.t. a 
relationship. In addition there might be attributes defined for the relationship. Relationships 
are populated by so-called connections that represent the relationship instances existing 
between the corresponding partner tuples. Speaking in relational terms, we can say that 
connections are tuples that might have some relationship attributes and that show the 
foreign keys of the partner tuples they reference. For graphical representation purposes, 
relationships are drawn as edges using small black diamonds connected to their partner 
table nodes via an arrow pointing from the parent node to the child nodes. 

An XNF query is identified by the keywords OUT OF and consists of the following parts: 

• definitions for the component tables using table expressions, in general identified by the 
keyword SELECT, 

• definitions for the relationships, identified by the keyword RELATE, and 

• specifications for the output, identified by the keyword TAKE. 

Table and relationship definitions are mainly expressed using existing SQL language constructs. 
They make out XNF's CO constructor which can be seen as a proper extension to SQL by a 
compound query statement. With this, an XNF query simply reads like this: 
'OUT OF ... the CO (that is constructed by the CO constructor, i.e., table and relationship 
definitions) 
TAKE . .. the parts projected (that define the resulting CO)' 

A very similar syntax is used in OODBMSs (e.g., see [27]) . However, XNF syntax provides 
additional constructs for definition of views, predicate-based relationships and column or node 
projection. We will go into further detail later. As an introduction to XNF syntax and semantics, 
let us discuss the example CO abstraction called deps_ARC given in Fig. 1. The upper part of 
Fig. 1 shows on the left the schema and on the right the instance level showing the COs derived, 
whereas the lower part of Fig. 1 gives the corresponding CO query that defines this abstraction. 

This XNF query retrieves the departments located at 'ARC', and to each one the corresponding 
employees and employee skills as well as the projects and project skills are connected. As shown 
by this sample XNF query, the nodes, i.e. the component tables, are derived through standard 
SQL queries. Syntactic short-cuts (see definition of xemp, xproj, and xskills component tables) 
are provided for sake of brevity. In our example the base tables departments {DEPT), employees 
(EMP), projects (PROJ), and skills (SKILLS) of the underlying relational database are used for 
derivation. The relationship tables that make up the edges of the query's schema graph show 
a different syntax, but basically also adopt SQL query facilities. The RELATE clause gives the 

tTable expressions are similar to views in that they define a derived (or intensional) relation, but their scope is 
limited to the query where it is defined and its lifetime is the lifetime of the query. 
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Schema Graph (foe • 'ARC') Instance Graphs 
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XNFQuery 
CREATE VIEW deps_ARC 
AS 

xemp AS EMP, definition of 
OUT OF xdept AS (SELECT • FROM DEPT WHERE foe "''ARC'}, 

TAKE* 

xproj AS PROJ, component tables 

xskills AS SKILLS, 
employment AS RELATE xdept VIA EMPLOYS, xemp 

WHERE xdept.dno = xemp.edno), 
ownership AS RELATE xdept VIA HAS, xproj 

WHERE xdept.dno = xproj.pdno), 
empproperty AS (RELATE xemp VIA POSSESSES, xskills 

USING EMPSKILLS es 
WHERE xemp.eno = es.eseno AND 

es.essno = xskills.sno), 
projproperty AS (RELATE xproj VIA NEEDS, xskills 

USING PROJSKILLS ps 
WHERE xproj.pno = ps.pspno AND 

ps.pssno = xskills.sno) 

Fig. 1. Sample CO 'deps..ARC' 

definition of 
relationship 
tables 

parent table first and then the child tables, and the WHERE clause holds the (standard SQL join) 
predicate that specifies the criteria for relating the partner tuples via connections. In order to read 
the relationship-defining query expressions in a convenient way, we have given role names (VIA 
clause) to the parent partners of the relationships. Based upon their predicates, the relationships 
establish for any given department connections to the employees it EMPLOYS, to the projects 
it HAS, and to the skills that either one of its employees POSSESSES or one of its projects 
NEEDS, or both. By means of the USING clause, a relationship may use data not only from 
its partner tables but also from other tables. For example, the two relationships empproperty 
and projproperty define many-to-many relationships that are derived from the mapping tables 
EMPSKILLS and PROJSKILLS of the relational database. Mapping tables are the typical way of 
modelling many-to-many relationships in RDBMSs. The EMPSKILLS (PROJSKILLS) base table 
holds information about skills possessed (needed) by an employee (project) . Hence, these tables 
are only used for the derivation of the relationships and their connections, but they do not appear 
in the COs derived, i.e., at the CO abstraction level. 

Retrieval of such an XNF CO results in retrieval of all the tuples of the component tables and 
provision for the relationship information, i.e. connections defined by the XNF relationships. Of 
course not all the tuples of XNF tables are meaningful for a specific CO. In the above example, 
obviously, only those tuples, for which there is a connection, are meaningful components w.r.t. the 
CO. That is, only those components that are 'reachable' within the CO are important for the CO. 
This concept, named reachability, restricts to only the relevant components of a CO. Reachability 
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says that each component of a CO must be reachable from another component of the same CO 
through a connection that also has to exist in that CO. For that reason, skill s2 does not belong 
to the COs given in Fig. 1. The so--called root components (e.g. all 'ARC'-located department 
tuples of the XNF table xdept) are reachable by definition, since they define the anchors of the 
COs. So far, an XNF CO specifies a heterogeneous set of records with different record formats. If 
a component tuple is used multiple times within a view, then it exists, of course, only once in the
view, but it participates in multiple connections (possibly from different relationships). Therefore 
the important notion of object sharing (illustrated by the instance graphs in Fig. 1 showing the 
employees e2 and e3, the project p2, and the skill s3 as shared objects) is a fundamental part of 
the XNF CO concept. An XNF query may also specify a recursive CO being identified by a cycle 
in the query's schema graph. This cycle basically defines a 'derivation rule' that iterates along the 
cycle's relationships to collect the tuples until a fixed point is reached and no more tuples qualify. 

A convenient way of addressing parts of a CO node is the use of path expressions. They 
exploit the CO structure defined by the component tables and the relationships. A path expression 
consists of a sequence of component tables (and relationships), thus defining a path on the CO 
structure. In general, it denotes a subset of the tuples of its target table: all these tuples are to 
be reachable from some (root) tuples through the path defined. 

XNF COs may be combined, projected, and restricted. Combination is done by simply defining 
a relationship between any node of one CO and any node of another one. Projection is defined by 
listing all the nodes and relationships to be retained. The star '*' is used as a special syntactic 
construct for projection of all the components with their attributes and all the relationships defined. 
Restriction can be done through additional predicates on the node tables and the relationships. 
There is also a set of CO update operators, enhancing the interface to handle insert, read, update, 
and delete operations. In addition, the interface supports connect and disconnect operations on 
relationships. 

Update of the nodes is essentially identical to update of views in the relational DBMSs, because 
XNF nodes are derived tables expressed via table expressions. Note that use of views, as opposed 
to direct access to the base data, does not compromise updatability. Update of any portion 
of a base table can always be replaced with update of a view consisting of a proper selection 
over the base table. Such views are commonly used in practice for authorization. Analogously 
to SQL, we allow the user to go beyond such simple views, including in them operations such 
as join, aggregation. Such richer views provide much more powerful abstraction for queries but 
restrict updatability. Relationships often are defined based on simple foreign keys or connect 
tables. For instance in Fig. 1, edno in EMP is a foreign key and EMPSKILLS is a connect table. 
Connect and disconnect operations on such relationships translate to updating the foreign keys 
or inserting/ deleting the associated tuples in the connect tables. Again, similar to XNF nodes, 
the users can define richer relationships using arbitrarily complex predicates. Such relationships 
provide much more powerful abstraction for read queries but restrict updatability. However quite 
a number of views are updatable due to the fact that a CO's component tuples are kept separate 
(and identifiable). This is in contrast to the relational model, where the join components are 
subject to concatenation, and thus the component tuples (that have to be updated) are mostly 
not visible anymore in the concatenated result table (i.e. cannot be updated). Although the XNF 
language allows to derive non- updatable views, a careful view definition might circumvent some 
updatablility problems. More information on that can be found in [37] . 

XNF provides a native API for applications that directly run on the RDBMSs. In addition, 
as mentioned before, we allow connection to external application environments, e.g., providing a 
seamless C++ interface (see Sect. 6.2). The native interface extends the cursor construct of SQL. 
A cursor is an iterator which allows browsing of all elements of a set, i.e. all tuples of a table. 
The cursor model is also popular in OODBMSs, and some provide extensive support for it [27). 
XNF API provides two kinds of cursors that support navigation along the tuples of a node table 
(independent cursors) as well as navigation from parent to child tuples along relationship edges 
(dependent cursors). 

All retrieval and manipulation operations of the XNF language work at the XNF level, taking 
into account the given graph structure and the heterogeneous tuple set. Since the result of an 
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XNF query consists of a set of component tables and relationships, an XNF query (or XNF view) 
can be used as input for a subsequent XNF query or view definition. This is also true for all other 
XNF operations. Therefore the model is closed under its language operations. More information 
on the XNF language, the multi-lingual API, and (update) semantics can be found in [37]. 

3. QUERY PROCESSING ARCHITECTURE 

Our approach is to specify the data that needs to be extracted by an (SQL or XNF) query. 
That is, we must produce the complete result of the query. In contrast to regular SQL query, where 
the result is a homogeneous set of tuples, the XNF query produces tuples belonging to different 
nodes and relationships. Thereby, a result tuple may represent a tuple of a component table or a 
connection between tuples of component tables. The database server then should be able to send 
the complete CO to a client (on a workstation), where the application is running. To fulfil the 
performance requirements on the client side, the CO is transformed and converted into a main
memory representation. This means connections are represented by virtual memory pointers which 
allow very fast and also flexible navigation via cursors on the CO. If the CO is updatable, changes 
can be made locally (at the client site) and later on transferred back to the database server. 

Since both the XNF language as well as the XNF API are built on SQL ideas, we decided to 
develop the XNF system as an extension to an existing RDBMS rather than building a new DBMS. 
Hence we advocate for an integrated DBMS, which handles both the tabular as well as the CO 
data. In doing so, we are able to reuse important system features that have taken years to build 
and are vital for e.g. system robustness, failure tolerance, and system performance. Especially, 
since the specification of XNF views mostly reuses the relational query language (SQL in our case), 
almost all of the optimization techniques developed in the context of RDBMSs remain applicable. 
We report on this in more detail in Sect. 4. From a technical viewpoint (and also from an economic 
one) we chose Starburst DBMS [16] as the starting point. Starburst was particularly attractive 
due to its extensibility features as we will see shortly. 

3.1. Compilation and Execution Facilities 

The query processing architecture of Starburst incorporates the query language processor CO
RONA [16] and the data manager CORE [29] . CORONA compiles queries (written in extended 
SQL) into calls to the underlying CORE services to fetch and modify data. Roughly speaking, 
CORE and CORONA correspond to System R 's [3] RSS (Relational Storage System) and RDS 
(Relational Data System), respectively. 

As depicted in Fig. 2, there are five distinct stages of query processing in CORONA; each 
stage is represented by a corresponding system component. For the moment, we consider only the 
unshaded parts of Fig. 2; the shaded areas mark XNF extensions and will be discussed in Sect. 
4. An incoming SQL query is first broken into tokens and then parsed into an internal query 
representation called query graph model (shortly QGM). Only valid queries are accepted, because 
semantic analysis is also done in this first stage. During query rewrite, the QGM representation of 
the query is transformed (rewritten by transformation rules) into an equivalent one that (hopefully) 
leads to a better performing execution strategy when processed by the subsequent stage of plan 
optimization. Plan optimization chooses a possible execution strategy based on estimated execution 
costs, and writes the resulting query execution plan (QEP) as the output of the compilation phase. 
This evaluation plan is then repackaged during the plan refinement stage for more efficient execution 
by the query evaluation system (QES). At runtime QES executes the QEP against the database. 
Thereby, each QES routine interprets one QEP operator, which takes one or more streams of tuples 
as input and produces one or more streams as output. The adopted execution strategy, called table 
queue evaluation, is a demand driven, pipelined method that supplies cursors to iterate over each 
tuple in a result stream. 
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The query graph model is an internal semantic network that describes the query during all 
stages of compilation. Since Starburst was designed to be an extensible database system also 
w.r.t. language extensions, orthogonality and flexibility were among the cornerstones of the QGM 
design. 

From a logical point of view QGM can be understood as a kind of entity-relationship model 
that maintains attributes of query entities (e.g., base tables, derived tables, column predicates) and 
the relationships in between (e.g., columns belonging to tables, predicates defined over columns 
and constants, predicates restricting tables). Thus, QGM can be regarded as the 'schema' for a 
main memory database that stores information about a query. QGM is based on the notion of 
table as an abstract data type. That is, queries are represented as a series of high level operators 
(e.g., SELECT, GROUP BY, INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, UNION, INTERSECTON) on either 
base tables (i.e., physically stored ones) or derived tables. An operator consists of a head and a 
body: the head describes the output table and the body shows how this table has to be derived 
from other tables the body refers to. There are properties associated with an operation such as 
ordering, duplicate elimination, cost, etc., which are used in the optimization step. 

In a graphical notation (cf. Fig. 3) we represent the operator by a box that consists of a big 
rectangle that is labelled with the operator's name (e.g. 'Sel.' for the SELECT operator, for 
base tables either 'Base Table' or simply the table's name) and that also covers the operator's 
body, and small rectangles on the top that make up the operator's head. Fig. 3a shows the initial 
QGM representation for the SQL query that retrieves only those employees that are employed in 
a department located in 'ARC': 
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(a) Initial QGM Graph (b) Existential Subquery to 
Join Query Transformation 

SELECT * 
FROM EMP e 

Fig. 3. Equivalent QGM Graphs 

WHERE EXISTS (SELECT 1 
FROM DEPT d 
WHERE d.loc = 1 ARC' 

AND d.dno=e.edno 

(c) 'Merge' of Adjacent 
'SELECT' Boxes 

This SQL formulation uses an existential subquery. The significance of this example is that 
XNF path expressions and the notion of reachability naturally translate to such queries, as we 
will see in Sect. 4.2. 00 query languages also use path expressions frequently [22, 27]. Such path 
expressions also translate to existential subqueries [39]. One straightforward execution strategy 
used in many DBMSs is to retrieve employees first and for each execute the subquery, and if the 
existential predicate is satisfied, output the result. Such a strategy may result in poor performance 
since most of such employees may not be in departments at 'ARC' location. A better strategy could 
be to find departments at 'ARC' location first and then get their employees. This is achieved by 
a rewrite optimization by first transforming the subquery to join (applying the 'E to F Quantifier 
Conversion' rule introduced in [39]) and then combining the two 'SELECT' boxes into one (e.g., 
applying the 'SELECT Merge' rule introduced in [39]). The result of these two rewrite steps in 
terms of QGM is shown in Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c, respectively. The final QGM graph shows a join 
between DEPT and EMP. Now, we can first choose the ARC departments and then find their 
associated employees. The significance of optimization of such queries has been shown in [6, 39]. 
The performance study in [39] shows orders of magnitude improvement in performance of queries 
with existential predicates, proving the necessity of such transformations. 

4. COMPOSITE OBJECT PROCESSING 

The distinguished stages of XNF's CO query processing are shown in Fig. 2. Those features 
that are different to the ones used in the traditional Starburst are shaded. Fig. 2 already exposes 
that the XNF language processor is truly an extension to the SQL processor. XNF queries are 
translated to a form very close to the standard SQL, allowing reuse of the extensive optimization 
and evaluation machinery of the RDBMS with little change. This translation is performed at 
compile time, and is optimized, eliminating any runtime overhead. 

The discussion below will clearly disclose that the extensions only affect minor changes to the 
compilation part: parsing, semantic checking, and rewrite as well as the internal query represen
tation {i.e. QGM) have to be adapted to XNF needs.Thus, we demonstrate that it is possible to 
integrate major language extensions, like XNF's CO facility, into a relational framework at low 
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cost. This is particularly true for the Starburst extensible database system and its carefully crafted 
query processing components. 

4.1. XNF Semantic Checking 

The crucial extension to the relational case was the CO constructor. Since this extension 
affected the language grammar, both the language parser and the semantic checking had to be 
extended correspondingly. In the same way as the standard SQL processor created during this 
phase the internal query representation, i.e., a normal form QGM graph (for short NF QGM), the 
XNF processor had to create the so-called XNF QGM graph that has to incorporate the XNF query 
semantics. In order to do this, a new operator had to be installed for QGM. The purpose of this 
XNF operator is to reflect the semantics of the language's CO constructor. Therefore, the XNF 
operator had to be able to incorporate n >= 1 incoming tables and to produce m >= 1 output 
tables being the resulting node tables and relationship tables of the CO constructed. In addition 
to this, regular output processing had to be modified to allow generation of a heterogeneous set of 
tuples in the answer set (generation of tuples belonging to different nodes and relationships). This 
is done by the so-called 'top' operator, which deals with the interface between the query processor 
and the application program. Each QGM graph has a single top operator. 

In the first stage of XNF query compilation the internal query representation is built by means 
of the XNF semantic routines. As already mentioned, XNF QGM uses the XNF operator in 
order to incorporate XNF query semantics. For the XNF query from Fig. 1 we have shown the 
corresponding XNF QGM graph in Fig. 4. For visibility purposes, we have shaded the XNF box 
that represents the XNF operator. It clearly marks the context where XNF semantics applies, and it 
shows further the components (in the body of the XNF operator) that constitute the corresponding 
CO. In the following we will demonstrate how the XNF semantic routines work in order to build 
an XNF query graph form a given XNF query. 

Since an XNF query consists of three building blocks, there are also three semantic routines 
that together construct the final XNF query graph. In the following we describe the subsequent 
phases: 

(0) QGM initialization 
This semantic routine initializes the QGM for the given query by installation of the XNF 
operator, which is drawn as a box labelled 'XNF'. If the query is named, then this XNF 
box gets the query's name; in our example the name of the XNF view deps_ARC is taken. 
Similar to the other boxes, the XNF box also consists of head and body: the head describes 
the output tables that constitute the XNF CO, and the body shows how these tables are 
derived from other tables the body refers to. The initialization routine also adds the top 
operator in the form of a box labelled 'Top'. 

(1) Derivation of XNF component tables 

- The semantic routines within this phase fill out the body of the XNF box, i.e. the 
components of the CO. Each table definition in the OUT OF clause invokes a semantic 
routine that defines parts of the body. There is a routine for XNF tables and another 
one for XNF relationships: 

- An XNF table is defined as a table derived from some base tables. Therefore the cor
responding semantic routine creates a 'Select' box that refers to the base tables it is 
derived from. Since these steps are in the context of SQL, the corresponding SQL se
mantic routines can be (re-)used to construct the query graph for that table expression. 
For example, the XNF table xdept is represented by a 'Select' box (within the body of 

- the XNF box) that refers to the base table DEPT (represented by a 'Base Table' box) 
and that restricts the departments to those with location 'ARC' (predicate pO). 

- An XNF relationship is also a derived table based on a table expression. A relationship's 
table expression at least has to relate its partner tables through the relationship predicate. 
For example, the table expression for the XNF relationship employment relates the xdept 
partner to the xemp partner by the relationship predicate p1 that refers to the xdept 
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Application or XNF Cache Manager 

predicate pl:(xdept.dno = xemp.edno)predicate p2:(xdept.dno = xproj.pdno) 
predicate p3:(xemp.eno = es.eseno ANDpredicate p4:(xproj.pno = ps.pspno AND 
es.essno = xskills.sno) ps.pssno = xskills.sno) 

predicate pO:Ioc = ·ARC' 

Fig. 4. XNF QGM (for the Query from Fig. 1) 

and xemp boxes (i.e., tables). Finally, the 'Select' box labelled employment refers to 
the 'Select' box that represents that table expression, thus defining the XNF relationship 
employment. The other XNF relationships are constructed the same way. In our example 
both the empproperty and the projproperty relationships refer in addition to their partner 
tables to other tables (in that example the base tables EMPSKILLS and PROJSKILLS 
are referenced) that are used ( c.f. USING clause, Sect. 2) in their corresponding table 
expressions. 

(2) Consideration of component restrictions and XNF predicates 
In Sect. 2 we have mentioned that it is possible to restrict a CO either via component 
restrictions or via XNF predicates. So far table and relationship restrictions are not exem
plified, but the way this works out should be clear: these restrictions are simply added as 
predicates to the corresponding boxes that derive the component tables. Some XNF seman
tics are covered by special XNF predicates. For example, the reachability predicate allows 
for a fine-grained specification of components that have to be reachable from other compo-
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nents. Here, and in the examples from Sect. 2, we assumed that reachability for all non-root 
components is defined as default. These XNF predicates are extracted and attached to the 
XNF operator box in order to be properly processed in the next phase (i.e. XNF-semantic 
rewrite). In Fig. 4 we have marked the boxes defining the components that are to be made 
reachable with a capital 'R' (placed in the heads of the associated boxes). 

(3) Handling projection 
Each element in the TAKE clause is subject to projection. For each one, we create an 
'output' box (also labelled 'Select') that contains all the output columns and, in case of 
relationships, the role and the partner information. These output boxes refer to the boxes 
that represent the XNF tables and relationships. They are connected to the 'Top' box for 
API accessibility. For sake of simplicity, we have omitted to draw all the 'output' boxes. 
But those boxes of the XNF body, which are referred to by 'output' boxes, are drawn with 
an arrow pointing from their head to the head of their surrounding XNF box. 

The above explanations revealed that the XNF constructor can be represented more or less 
by means of NF QGM operators. This already indicates that the XNF extensions fit into the 
NF query processing framework, and that it vastly exploits the basic building blocks provided by 
NF QGM. Therefore, interpretation of any XNF QGM graph goes similar to the interpretation 
of an NF QGM graph: basically, we can view the (body of an) XNF operator as a block that 
comprises its component tables and that gives a notation (in terms of NF QGM operators) for 
derivation/instantiation of its components from the base tables. 

4.2. XNF Semantic Rewrite 

In this step the translation from XNF QGM (and XNF semantics) to NF QGM (and NF 
semantics) has to be accomplished, thereby transforming an XNF query graph into a semantically 
equivalent NF query graph. Speaking in other words, this component has to replace the XNF 
operator and the XNF predicates by corresponding NF operators organized in an NF QGM graph. 
In this step we exploit that the components (i.e., the building blocks) of COs are tables, whose 
derivation is already specified via NF query graphs within an XNF operator (see Sect. 4.1). XNF 
semantic rewrite proceeds in two major steps: 
( 1) Removal of the XNF operator box 
(4) Consideration of XNF predicates, e.g. reachability. 

After this 'compilation' down to the level of NF QGM, NF-based query rewrite takes over (see 
Sect. 4.3). 

· In the following, we will elaborate a little bit more on reachability rewrite, because it is a major 
task to be performed in step 2 (consideration of XNF predicates) and also because it clearly shows 
that XNF QGM semantics is easily expressible in terms of NF QGM semantics. In doing so, we 
get on one hand a better understanding of XNF semantics, and on the other hand we are able to 
better quantify the benefits of XNF query processing compared to conventional (SQL) relational 
query processing. Let us look at the XNF example in Fig. 4, and there, let us further focus on 
a subgraph comprising the XNF components xdept, xemp, and employment. Exactly this part is 
shown in Fig. 5a. In the following discussion, we will describe the consideration of reachability 
for the xemp component table, one time using conventional (SQL) relational processing techniques 
that only support single component retrieval, and another time applying XNF reachability rewrite 
within XNF's multi-table framework. 

Application of XNF reachability rewrite t to the XNF component xemp (in order to have the 
employee tuples reachable from some xdept tuples via the relationship employment) is exemplified 
in Fig. 5. There we show to the left (Fig. 5a) the interesting parts of the XNF QGM graph from 
Fig. 4, and to the right the resulting NF QGM query graph after reachability rewrite (Fig. 5b ). 
We can read the rewritten query graph like this: Access the department table (base table DEPT), 
apply the local predicate pO, and feed the resulting tuple stream ( depLarc) to the output and as 

tThere are several rewrite rules applicable depending on the type of relationship involved and on the QGM graph 
structure. However, a discussion of those different transformation algorithms is beyond the scope of this paper. 
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xemp 
employment 

xdept 

(a) XNF QGM Graph (b) NF QGM Graph 

Fig. 5. XNF Reachability Rewrite 

input to the computation of the xemp component. For the evaluation of xemp tuples, access the 
employee table and select the tuples where there exists a match to some xdept tuples satisfying 
the predicate pl of the employment relationship. Note that the result is a regular SQL query. 
Hence all the optimization techniques, such as join order and method selection, index selection 
etc. apply. Since this query contains an existential subquery, the subquery to join transformation 
optimization, discussed in Sect. 3.2, does also apply. As a result of this transformation, xemp is 
computed by joining the tables depLarc and EMP. This rewrite step has been mentioned already 
in Sect. 3.2 and visualized in Fig. 3b. The resulting tuple stream gives both the xemp output tuples 
as well as the employment output information t. This describes the evaluation taken at run-time 
and should also be sufficient to indicate the correctness of the rewrite transformation. 

XNF reachability rewrite basically applies the same transformations than those relevant to the 
relational equivalent, i.e., when expressing reachability in terms of conventional (SQL) relational 
processing techniques. The above scenario (reachability for the xemp component) has already 
been discussed in Fig. 3 in Sect. 3.2. There we expressed reachability in an elegant way using a 
correlated subquery that has been rewritten to an optimized NF QGM graph. If we compare the 
two approaches by simply comparing Fig. 3 and Fig. 5, we clearly see that the last transformation 
(Fig. 3c) that merges the 'SELECT' boxes is not useful for reachability rewrite, because the 
intermediate result labelled xdept is needed for the final output since it constitutes the XNF 
component xdept. 

A closer comparison shows that the query graph of Fig. Sb outputs 3 tables, i.e. xdept, xemp, 
and the relationship employment, whereas any query graph depicted in Fig. 3 derives only the xemp 
component. In order to get the remaining two components, two more queries (retrieving xdept and 
employment) have to be provided each resulting in a separate query graph. However, if we look 
at those three query graphs depicted in Fig. 6, we can easily determine that there are same QGM 
components replicated in the separate graphs. This is the case for common subexpressions marked 
in Fig. 6 as shaded areas. For easy interpretation, we have, in each case, added an equivalent SQL 
query expression. Each query creates a derived table labelled in accordance to the XNF component 
it represents. 

Fig. 6 clearly illustrates the common subexpressions that are expressed in separate queries. 
We clearly see that XNF's CO constructor also provides a capability for multi-query optimiza
tion. There is only one QGM graph constructed for such a multi-table XNF query, i.e. common 
subexpressions are immediately installed in the corresponding query graph as depicted in Fig. 5: 
the derivation of the xdept component is also used for derivation of its child component xemp, and 
both are used for the relationship derivation. 

tsince the data for relationship employment is already captured by the xemp tuples, a separate output of the 
employment connection tuples can be omitted. Fortunately, this kind of output optimization is applicable to many 
relationships in an XNF query. However, we have to assume that there is a simple function (available in API) that 
allows the extraction of the relationship information associated with a component. 
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FROMDEPT 
WHERE loc = 'ARC') 
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SELEcr• 
FROMEMPe 
WHERE EXISTS 

(SELECT* 
FROM dept_arc d 
WHERE e.dno=d.dno) 

(Note, this query graph will be rewritten as 
shown in Fig.3b and Fig.3c, thus resulting 
in the same query graph as given in (c)) 

(b) Construction for CO 
Component xemp 

SELECf• 
FROM dept_arc d, EMP e 
WHERE e.dno=d.dno 

(Note, this query graph is equiv
alent to the one shown in (b) due 
to query rewrite from Fig.4c) 

(c) Construction for CO 
Component employment 

Fig. 6. Common Subexpressions in Separate Query Graphs 

Table 1. Comparison of SQL Derivation and XNF Derivation w.r .t. Common Subexpressions 

Component SQL Derivation Replicated Query XNF Derivation 
Components 

xdept 1 0 1 
xemp 2 1 1 
xproj 2 1 1 
employment 3 3 0 
ownership 3 3 0 
xskills 6 4 4 
empproperty 3 2 0 
projproperty 3 2 0 

Summary 23 16 7 
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Comparing single component derivation in SQL (Fig. 6) with multi-table derivation as applied 
by XNF (Fig. 5b) clearly shows the impact of XNF's inherent treatment of common subexpressions. 
This is depicted in Tab. 1 (refering to the query from Fig. 1) contrasting the amount of processing 
needed in the XNF approach to the amount of work given by single component derivation as applied 
by relational systems. It shows that the single component retrieval costs 8 distinct queries (one 
for each component) together showing 23 separate NF QGM operations (mostly join). In the XNF 
approach all components are derived as XNF components performing only 6 join operations and 1 
selection. Theredundant operations (16 (!) operations that are subject for common subexpression 
treatment) are also listed in Tab. 1. Further Tab. 1 shows that the best we can do in SQL (that is 
no redundant processing at all) is the same as we get with XNF. From that we can conclude that 
the XNF rewrite approach is optimal w.r.t. common subexpression treatment. A formal proof of 
this is beyond the scope of this paper. 
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4.3. Rewrite and Plan Optimization 

Since the previous step already produced a clean NF QGM (that reflects the CO query seman
tics), the remaining compilation work can be done by the components of the original SQL language 
processor. That is, the NF QGM graph built by XNF semantic rewrite is transformed by the NF 
query rewrite component to a semantically equivalent one that, in general, allows more efficient 
evaluation strategies to be chosen for the QEP when being processed by the plan optimization 
and query refinement components. We already gave an example of this, converting existential 
subqueries to joins (cf. Fig. 3). Remember, all these components are shared between the XNF 
language processor and the SQL language processor. A detailed description of these components 
can be found in [16, 30, 39]. 

4.4. Review of Implementation Considerations 

From a software engineering point of view, we decided to have two query rewrite components: a 
new one for the XNF part in addition to the traditional one for the SQL part. Both apply the same 
transformation techniques, i.e., rule-based rewriting, and both use the same rule representation 
mechanism as well as the same rule engine (for more information on this see [17, 39]). This 
decision entailed faster and easier implementation as well as a clear distinction of responsibilities: 
all rewrite transformations that know about XNF context and semantics were packaged into the 
XNF semantic rewrite component, and all others were kept within the (NF) rewrite component. 
As a result, the two rewrite components became less complex and could be tested separately, which 
considerably simplified the validation of the XNF extensions. 

However, in order to cope with the (natural) complexity of XNF QGM, we made some NF 
simplification rules already available to XNF rewrite. Among those were removal of unused boxes, 
box merge, and other clean-up operations. The first one cuts a query graph down to only relevant 
and used boxes, whereas the latter one condenses the graph. For example, when we look again to 
Fig. 4 we can see that there are lots of boxes each refering to only one single other box (e.g., the 
pair of boxes that is used as standard representation for XNF relationships): in most cases those 
pairs can be simply merged into just one box. 

5. DATA EXTRACTION, XNF CACHE, AND API 

In addition to standard SQL cursor support, we allow the retrieval of all tuples contributing to 
the result of an XNF query and the materialization of the complete COs. Traditional SQL systems 
produce an optimized evaluation plan to be executed at runtime. The actual retrieval is demand 
driven and performed using a 'one tuple at a time' interface. The application program has to call a 
fetch operation for each tuple to be transferred to the application. In contrast, the XNF processing 
model has been designed for a workstation/ server environment, where the database server can 
deliver complete COs on request. As mentioned before, XNF COs are handled by the database 
server as a heterogeneous collection of tuples. Each tuple either represents a row of a component 
table or a connection, i.e. an instance of a relationship. Each tuple has a (system generated) 
identifier and also a component number, identifying the CO component this tuple belongs to. A 
connection tuple contains the identifiers of the connected rows. 

In Fig. 7 we show the overall structure of our prototype implementation. An application sends 
a data request, i.e. an XNF query to the DBMS. Query translation and optimization takes place 
as described in the previous Section (these compile-time activities are marked by the shaded area 
in Fig. 7). At runtime the generated query plan is executed and the complete result is delivered by 
the database system, converted into an internal main-memory representation and made accessible 
to the application program via the cursor interface. For long transactions, XNF allows the cache 
to be stored on disk and retrieved later, thereby protecting the cache from client machine's failure. 
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Fig. 7. XNF Cache, Data Extraction, and API 
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The workspace is constructed from the output tuples of the XNF query by converting connec
tions into pointers which allow traversing the structure in any direction. In addition we generate 
pointers to allow browsing all elements of a component and all elements of a node which are con
nected to a given component by a specified relationship. These pointers provide primitive access 
support for the cursors to be defined upon the component tables. 

This data extraction scenario gives several opportunities for optimization in addition to all the 
well known relational optimization technology. Processing an XNF view is equivalent to processing 
a set of SQL queries. The difference is, that the scope for the optimizer is larger, because all these 
queries can be optimized together, avoiding unnecessary duplication of work. Here we can use 
results from research on multiple query optimization [41] . These queries typically use common 
subqueries to avoid unnecessary redundant computation. For instance, when we generate the 
tuples of a parent node, we output them, and (in case of reachability) also use them again to find 
the tuples of the associated children (see Sect. 4). Since parent/child relationships are computed by 
joins, join optimization is critical for extraction performance. Therefore, the plan optimizer should 
take into account any parent/child links present in the database ([28] , IMS attachment), and 
clustering of data on disk for I/0 and pathlength reduction. The next opportunity for improving 
the processing performance is due to the fact that the result can be delivered as a heterogeneous 
collection of tuples. There are no requirements on ordering (as long as there is no ORDER BY 
clause), so an output tuple can be produced and delivered whenever it becomes available during 
the execution of the evaluation plan. A third opportunity is given by the observation that there is 
no need for a 'one tuple at a time' interface. Database server and client workstation can cooperate 
in such a way that there is only one call (or only few calls) instead of a call for each tuple of the 
CO, thereby avoiding unnecessary crossing of process boundaries. Together with adequate CO 
clustering strategies, in addition to supporting index structures, these steps lead to a relatively 
fast extraction of COs from a relational database. Another decisive technology to reduce query 
execution by orders of magnitude is to apply parallelism. Set-oriented specification of COs as 
done in XNF particularly lends itself to exploitation of parallelism technology as proposed for 
conventional relational query processing in [10, 12, 25, 40] . 

5.2. Application Interface 

Making XNF COs accessible for applications on the workstation can be implemented in several 
ways. In our prototype we have implemented a subset of XNF API and the XNF cache manager. 
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We have used this prototype to measure the performance of XNF. One significant result is that 
the performance of XNF cache is quite comparable with fast OODBMSs reported in Cattell's 
benchmark [13] . Using the traversal operation from that benchmark, we could access in a pre
loaded XNF cache more than 100,000 tuples per second which matches the requirements for CAD 
applications. 

XNF also allows the cache to be stored in C++ structures, allowing seamless interface between 
applications and the data in the cache. In our prototype we have a graphical browsing facility for 
the data in the cache. For our running example, the seamless interface with C++ allows creating 
classes for xemp and xdept which include a data member, whose value is a pointer to an xemp 
object. The data extracted from the database server is transformed into the corresponding format 
expected by the object-oriented environment, e.g. C++ representation of xdept and xemp objects. 
In addition to these classes we also need a container class to hold all the instances of e.g. class xemp. 
This container class is used to allow browsing all employees without looking at their departments. 

This approach brings about the possibility of further integration of database objects into the 
application environment. For example we can use a technique, similar to C++ templates, that 
provides generic XNF cursor services independent of the data type of the nodes or relationships. 
It basically defines a class XNFCache and a class XCursor. XNFCache has a component for the 
CO tuples and a component to hold schema information, i.e., a description of the cache structure 
for the CO. There is a public method, called evaluate, which can take an XNF query as input and 
construct an instance of an XNFCache by sending a request to the database server, loading the 
catalog component, and converting the heterogeneous stream of tuples delivered by the server into 
the main-memory representation. Access is provided through cursor objects, i.e. instances of class 
XCursor. The constructor of this class takes the name of a component table or a path expression 
as input and initializes, e.g., an independent or dependent cursor. XCursor offers a set of methods 
for traversing the CO as well as accessing and manipulating it's components. 

5.3. Related Work 

In the following we want to concentrate on two major aspects w.r.t. object processing, i.e. 
on shipping of data from the server to the object cache, and on linking of objects for access and 
manipulation services. 

Object-oriented systems ship the whole objects, or even pages to the application address space. 
Objects are typically linked directly or indirectly via main-memory pointers. This allows fast 
access to objects and navigation through them. In RDBMSs, objects (tuples) are kept in RDBMS 
address space. As a result any manipulation of objects, or navigation through them requires 
crossing address spaces. This has been one reason behind the difference between performance of 
OODBMSs and RDBMSs. 

However, this comes with a trade-off. Shipping whole pages, or whole objects to the application 
address space may compromise security and integrity of the database. Suppose when an application 
requests an object, the page containing that object is returned to the application (e.g., ObjectStore 
[27] ships pages to the clients) . A side effect of getting this object is that other objects in that page 
are also shipped to the application address space. Without further access control at the client, 
this potentially can compromise security of the data, since the application could access these other 
objects. Further, application can change these other objects or the control information on the 
page, compromising the integrity of the data. Such a change could be accidental, due to having 
a wrong pointer value in the application code. Some systems, such as Versant [31] ship whole 
objects instead of pages. The method solves the problem of object level side-effects mentioned 
above. However, without further checking at the client side, it can expose all attributes of an 
object . For example, there is no way to hide the salary of an employee and expose only the 
name and address. Object shipping typically is slower than page shipping, since it often increases 
the traffic (number of messages) between client and server by an order of magnitude. RDBMS 
go to the extreme of only shipping the objects and within that only the requested attributes, 
although many such objects could be blocked into a single message. Further, all the manipulation 
and nagivation specified by DBMS requests must be done within DBMS address space. This can 
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be a performance boost, because only data needed by the application needs to be sent to the 
application. This method also provides full integrity and security. Some systems use a mechanism 
of application code, sometime called stored procedures, which run inside the RDBMS address 
space to avoid crossing the application to server boundary. If, however, a DBMS application does 
not exploit such a mechanism, and does not do much data filtering in its requests, it will suffer 
performance degradation due to DBMS address space crossings. 

Linking of objects is often erroneously cited as the major advantage of OODBMSs. The tech
nique of linking objects has been exploited in RDBMS. For example, links were introduced in 
System R [3] to directly link tuples on disk (i.e., links were disk addresses). This kind of links 
were exploited in IBM DB2 [18] for efficient navigation through catalog records. Starburst IMS 
attachment [9] allows links between tuples. If the main-memory storage method [32] is exploited, 
such links are main-memory pointers that provide comparable performance to that of OODBMSs. 
However, in RDBMSs, the type of the link, disk or main memory, does not change, regardless of the 
data being on disk or in main memory. An important advancement of OODBMSs is introduction 
of pointer swizzling [21, 42], which converts disk pointers to main-memory pointers upon loading 
of the data. This provides sharing disk data among address spaces with main-memory speed. 

The CO facility provided by XNF and introduced in this paper gives flexibility and efficiency 
w.r.t. both shipping and linking of objects. An XNF query allows to specify a CO view through 
specification of its components, its relationships, and its qualification predicates in combination 
with a fine-grained projection facility. Since the XNF API is designed to be multi-lingual, adequate 
main-memory representations of the extracted COs as well as efficient navigation and manipulation 
facilities are inherently supported. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The novel approach of supporting COs as an abstraction over relational data is quite attractive. 
This approach brings the advanced CO model to existing relational databases and applications, 
without requiring an expensive migration to other DBMSs which support COs. The salient features 
of the approach are: 

• a data model and query language that unifies CO and relational constructs by means of CO 
views, 

• an elegant implementation approach that guarantees efficient data extraction, and 

• a multi-lingual API with efficient navigation and manipulation facilities, and a seamless 
C++ interface to the cached data. 

XNF defines an evolution path from RDBMSs to Composite Object DBMSs. It is interesting 
that we needed to make very little changes to existing RDBMSs in order to make them capable 
of efficiently handling COs. This is a tremendous advantage, and is very significant in practice. 
Therefore we called XNF an enabling technology. It enables RDBMSs to be extended to deal 
with CO and CO processing patterns. The technology is inexpensive because it heavily reuses 
already existing query processing components (with only comparatively small changes), and other 
system components as for example transaction, recovery, and storage management are totally kept 
unchanged. Although XNF technology largely builds upon basic relational technology, further 
extensions (e.g. parallelism and clustering facilities) introduced to the relational part of the system 
become automatically available to XNF. 

XNF technology has been successfully integrated into and is now operational in the Starburst 
extensible database system developed at IBM Almaden Research Center. For the XNF cache, the 
implementation of cursor operations has been tuned for fast cursor access and efficient browsing 
capabilities achieving an access rate of more than 100,000 tuples per second, comparable to the 
performance of main-memory based OODBMSs. Language compilers (e.g., from object-oriented 
programming environments, like C++) can easily interface with the generic cursors of the XNF 
API in order to achieve a final adaptation to the applications' needs. However, note that XNF does 
not bind itself to only one kind of application language, rather it is open to different application 
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environments. Such a multi-lingual approach is important, since, in general, applications written 
in different languages share the data in the database. 

Although the extensibility feature provided by Starburst helped a lot in integrating the XNF 
technology, there is at least conceptually no problem in getting it also into other (non- extensible) 
DBMS. This is due to the fact that XNF clearly extends SQL, and XNF technology rewrites a CO 
query into a semantically equivalent NF query. Therefore, only the rewrite component as well as 
the language extensions have to be incorporated into the query processing component of a DBMS. 
Extensibility just simplifies that attempt. 

Another major conclusion drawn from the discussion so far, should perceive XNF as a high 
performance approach - as an enabling technology - that provides a path for incorporating rela
tional data into any CO application similar to the Persistence DBMS [20] already mentioned. For 
example, we can use an XNF DBMS (e.g., the Starburst DBMS presented here) to provide server 
services to an object-oriented programming system running on the application site. This idea was 
realized in the prototype system called 'Object/SQL Gateway' [33] that provides object-oriented 
access to data residing in a relational DBMS. This gateway connects the object-oriented DBMS 
ObjectStore to the Starburst relational DBMS exploiting XNF technology. It is a first step in 
providing an integrated access to both types of DBMS using a uniform object-oriented interface. 
Here, XNF's multi-query optimization helps in considerably reducing the cost of data extraction 
from relational repository into an object cache. Further, in trying to assess XNF technology, there 
is already considerable confidence that the query processing concepts for COs presented (especially 
the multi-query framework as well as its inherent exploitation of common subexpressions) plays 
an integral part also in query processing for object-oriented languages as well as for deductive 
database languages [24, 34, 8]. 

Although we have motivated the performance issue, the goal of this paper is to report on the 
implementation techniques showing how the system works. A complete benchmarking is out of the 
scope of this paper, and our conducted in-depth performance study will be subject of a separate 
publication. In addition, we're working on further improving API capabilities to ease working 
with COs especially in object-oriented programming environments. Another important issue is 
improving XNF query processing with special emphasis on CO cluster facilities, as well as on 
parallelism technology [10, 12, 25, 40]. 
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